Resources for “Power, Privilege, and Racial Diversity in Oregon”

Online: “How I learned to stop worrying, and love discussing race,” by Jay Smooth, TED talk at: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MbdxeFcQtaU


Movie: Local Color: The little-known history of racism and the struggle for civil rights in Oregon, OPB video documentary at: http://watch.opb.org/video/1583884540/

Movie: Northeast Passage: The Inner City and the American Dream by Spencer Wolf (2002), access opening ten minutes at https://youtu.be/tn_GRPAbnZ0

Three Poems: “A Dark Light in the West: Race and Reconciliation” by poet Barry Lopez (2010); “Drawing the Line” by Lawson Inada, Oregon Poet Laureate, (1997); Sherman Alexie, from Northwest Passages

This list was compiled by the leader of this program to inspire further thought and conversation. Views expressed in these resources do not necessarily reflect those of Oregon Humanities.
Resource list for “Race and Place: Racism and Resilience in Oregon’s Past and Future”

Blacks in Oregon:
https://oregonencyclopedia.org/articles/blacks_in_oregon/#.WW2SUdPytgc

The Contribution of New Americans to Oregon:

New Americans in Oregon:
https://www.americanimmigrationcouncil.org/research/new-americans-oregon

OPB, Broken Treaties, Oregon Tribes Oral History:

Oregon Black History Timeline:
https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=fo2RVOunsZ8

Oregon Demographics:
http://www.oregonlive.com/mapes/index.ssf/2015/04/a_graphic_look_at_oregons_more.html

Oregon’s Asian Population:

Oregon’s Latino Population:

Oregon’s Racist History:
http://gizmodo.com/oregon-was-founded-as-a-racist-utopia-1539567040

Timeline of Oregon and U.S. Racial, Immigration and Education History:
https://www.portlandoregon.gov/bps/article/412697

Housing/Land Use Related:

★ The color of Law: A Forgotten History of How Our Gov't Segregated America
by Richard Rothstein

★ Fair Housing Council of OR hosts trainings, bus tours & has information online @ fhco.org

★ SE Uplift hosts trainings & shares other organizations' trainings on these topics, see JUSEuplift.org

This list was compiled by the leaders of this program to inspire further thought and conversation. Views expressed in these resources do not necessarily reflect those of Oregon Humanities.